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ABSTRACT
Embodied sensemaking theory is thoroughly social: we make sense
of the world in interaction with others. Various designs have been
proposed to scaffold ‘embodied social sensemaking’. Yet the details
of such scaffolding need elaboration. For example, what happens
in remote settings, when bodies cannot engage directly? This pa-
per investigates, through design, how interactive artifacts scaffold
embodied social sensemaking. The aim is to establish clearer links
between theory and design. Twenty-four embodied interaction pro-
totypes were created to support remote videoconferencing by de-
sign students who were also, necessarily, active videoconferencing
users during a COVID-19 lockdown. A reflective ordering process
revealed a design space made up of six phenomenal aspects and
three basic types of scaffolding. The analysis adds further details to
existing design frameworks for embodied sensemaking. The paper
provides guidance to designers who aim to create meaningful and
theoretically grounded embodied augmentations of remote social
interaction technologies.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Over the years, a body of work has developed that brings theories of
embodied, situated and distributed cognition, ecological psychology
and embodied phenomenology to the field of tangible and embodied
interaction [1–8]. One core shared premise in these theories is that
the way in which human beings make sense of the world, is fun-
damentally embodied and situated [9]. The accompanying promise
for design is that tangible and embodied interaction technologies
are particularly well-placed to capitalize on these theories, and
that these theories can inform the design of new and meaningful
embodied interactions.

The present paper focuses on the social aspect of embodied
sensemaking, or, to put it the other way around, on the embodied
character of social sensemaking. Drawing on [10], Hummels and
Van Dijk describe the social aspect of embodied sensemaking as
a ‘social coordination’ that happens in the immediate moment—a
self-organizing coupling emerging from ongoing social interac-
tions between living, active human bodies [11] [4]. In [11] also a
slower process of ‘relationship forming’ is described, growing in
the background of the realtime moments of social coupling [11].
It is assumed that such ‘social couplings’ can be scaffolded [4] by
well-designed interactive technology. However, the frameworks
presented in [11] and [4] lack detail that would help to guide the
actual design of such social scaffolds. The present Research-through-
Design study dives deeper into how embodied theory may inform
various ways in which technologies might scaffold embodied social
sensemaking.

As a concrete context of practice we turned to video-
conferencing. Video-mediated communication has a long research
history [12–14], but the COVID-19 crisis has brought video-
conferencing to our collective awareness, at least in privileged
countries. Many more people now have first-hand experiences in
trying to relate socially to others through a video-connection. More
specifically, the pandemic has had tremendous impact on the daily
(educational) experience of students, forced to remain in isolation
and attend lectures and workshops online. In a master course on
embodied interaction we decided to turn this unfortunate situation
to our advantage and address the challenges we were ourselves
experiencing by designing for them. There was a clear pragmatic
reason for this topic, as it was the one practice readily available
in the pandemic. Yet it is also an interesting, radical context to
explore, as it demands of us to become very concrete about what
is meant with terms like ‘embodied sensemaking’ and ‘social cou-
pling’, given these are to be supported between isolated people
interacting remotely through screens. There seems to be a common
sense intuition that certain aspects of social interaction ‘in real life’
are just impossible to re-enact through the screen. If this is true,
could embodied sensemaking theory explain why? Alternatively, it
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may be that real life encounters happen to offer certain embodied
qualities that play a role in social sensemaking, which are currently,
but not necessarily, lacking in remote videoconferencing. If that
is the case, could embodied sensemaking theory explain what is
lacking in remote settings, and can it help to design embodied aug-
mentations of videoconferencing to overcome at least some of its
limitations? These are the sorts of questions we took as inspiration
for the present study.

1.1 The social in embodied sensemaking.
A theoretical basis for the social nature of embodied sensemaking
is found in situated cognition theory, which explains how any form
of human sensemaking is always already situated in social practices
[4] [5], [15]. In situated cognition, artifacts typically act as objects
coordinating between people, for example by anchoring attention
or by creating a publicly visible ‘action space’ to ground social
coordination [1]. Distributed cognition theory similarly describes
(configurations of) objects as sites of external knowledge, which dis-
tribute sensemaking over a collective of people and things [7]. More
recently, under the name of participatory sensemaking, De Jaegher
developed an enactivist account of social cognition [10]. Her theory
applies principles of self-organization and action-perception cou-
pling to social situations. In participatory sensemaking, people use
their skilled bodies to dynamically and unreflectively ‘couple to’
others, like an improvised dance. The resulting couplings constitute
both ‘making sense of one another’, as well as collaboratively ‘mak-
ing sense of the situation’ [16]. Furthermore, from phenomenology
we know that the skilled, sense-making body may be ‘extended’
by incorporating artifacts (cf. the hammer in Heidegger and the
blind-man’s stick in Merleau-Ponty) [2]. We may thus envision
technological ‘bodily extensions’ to play a part in participatory
sensemaking between people. In summary, the theory offers a per-
spective in which technological artifacts are configuring and an-
choring social situations, as well as being incorporated as extended
aspects of skilled bodies in the participatory couplings between
people. The next question is how these theoretical foundations
concretely translate to design.

1.2 Related design work.
Work on remote embodied social interaction already has quite a
history, of which we can only review a small selection. A famous
example of ‘mediated social touch’ [17] is the wooden rollerbank
InTouch [18]. One rollerbank is electronically actuated to mimick
the rolling pattern generated by hand at another, remote copy,
and vice versa, producing a direct physical connection. InTouch
would be a good example of a scaffold for the action-perception
couplings described in participatory sensemaking theory. Many
variations were developed since [19]. A remote physical connection
is also used to enhance an emotional bond between between family
members or loved ones. Especially hugging is a popular theme, as in
the hugging shirt [20] pyjama [21] or teddy-bear [22]. Other designs
enable social-emotional connection via vibrotactile smarthpones
[23], gloves [24], more clothing [25] [26], drinking cups [27] chairs
[28] or even beds [29]. Various modalities of input and output are
explored [30]. Sometimes, like InTouch, input and output modalities
are unified; more often, physical input (touch, squeezing, etc) is

translated into a less tangible output such as light or sound. There
seems to be a bias towards designing tools for sending ‘affective
messages’ rather than working out how signals sent back and forth
would sustain a social coupling over time, between people, or even
in larger groups [31] [24].

Another longstanding research line investigates video-mediated
interaction as such. Ethnographical work shows how people read-
ily incorporate standard live video-connection to increase remote
awareness, which can support “informal interactions, spontaneous
connections, and the development of shared cultures—all impor-
tant aspects of maintaining working relationships” [32]. People
are also shown to adapt to the constraints of the new medium, by
developing new social embodied routines [33] [12]. Several stud-
ies redesign the video interface itself, for example to strengthen
the formation of action-perception couplings building on Gibson’s
ecological perception theory [34]. In relation to this [35] and [36]
designed embodied video-conferencing with mechanical movement
of the video-screen in response to head gestures of a remote person.
Telepresence video-robots (remotely controlled video-screens on
wheels) were shown to enhance feelings of mutal trust [37].

Finally, various embodied interaction designs for sensemaking
and social interaction in groups are relevant for remote collabora-
tion as well. [38]. Some designs introduce peripheral interactive
objects to enhance group awareness [39],[40], or create action af-
fording interfaces to drive self-organizing group dynamics [31].
Participatory Sensemaking theory has been used to explain how
tangible representations scaffold collaboration in groups [41],[42].
Recent applications like Mozzilla Hubs and Spatial Chat can be seen
as ‘embodied moves’ away from standard video-conferencing. In
these applications closeness between avatars in a virtual space maps
onto volume level of a live audio connection: one walks towards a
person to better hear them speak [43].

2 OBJECTIVES
Using design action as a vehicle for the inquiry, the present study
explores how to support remote embodied social sensemaking in
an educational setting. On the basis of various design explorations
the underlying question is addressed: how does embodied theory
inform the design of embodied scaffolds for social sensemaking, or
in other words: how can the expression of embodied theory into
concrete use artifacts help us understand in more detail what the
social aspect of embodied sensemaking is about? The central aim
is therefore to get more precise on the question of how embodied
social sensemaking can be scaffolded by interactive tangible and
embodied technologies (in particular, in remote settings), and the
results will add some detail to the existing embodied sensemaking
framework as presented in Hummels and Van Dijk [4]. Note that
the results are not meant as prescriptions for how to design, rather
the structured design space that results from the inquiry offers
a theoretically and experientially grounded ‘thinking tool’ [44]
to guide the design process [45], much in Lucy Suchman’s sense
of how models and plans may guide, yet never prescribe, skilled,
situated action [5].
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3 METHODS
We engaged in a Research-through-Design process that integrates
embodied theory and lived experience through the design of con-
crete artifacts and reflecting on the outcomes.

To be clear, the approach taken is not an empirical investiga-
tion of how design students use theory in design. Neither is it
an observational study of user experiences of video conferenc-
ing. Rooted explicitly in phenomenology and in the tradition of
Research-through-Design [48], it presents a conceptual inquiry that
uses design action and lived experiences to ground the analysis.
This is done in a two-step process. In step 1, a wide array of cre-
ative outcomes is created, informed by embodied theory, actual,
lived user experiences; building on creative design skill and the
local technological opportunities available. Following Hengeveld
and colleagues, the resulting prototypes “embody .. the design ra-
tionale . . .[i.e], the choices a designer-researcher makes based on
the knowledge (s)he has at a specific moment.” [46]. In the second
phase, these design outcomes are used as building blocks for cre-
ating a meaningful order in a conceptual design space that serves
to translate embodied theory to concrete interaction design. This
results in further clarity on the phenomenon of (remote) embodied
social sensemaking, and the various scaffolding roles interactive
technology may have. We now describe the two phases in more
detail.

In phase I, 24 design trajectories each produced one final proto-
type. Each design exploration was executed by a pair of one master
student in interaction technology and one student of industrial prod-
uct design, all of whom also active daily users of video-conferencing
due to the pandemic. Of these designer-users 29 identified as male,
23 as female, 1 as non-binary; mean age of 23 (range 19 – 28); 8
were non-EU residents, 45 EU residents of which 36 had the Dutch
nationality. All designer-users provided informed consent for their
work to be used in this research and received credit points for the
course. Note that this research does not present the designs as such
as a research outcome or assess the quality of the designs: the design
outcomes function here as cognitive tools for developing structure
in a conceptual design space. Each team received the following
brief:

“All of us have now experienced that video-conferencing works, in a
practical sense. Yet at the same time, the intuition, that for real human
contact and connection, you still need to be physically in the same
space, has not disappeared. Imagine a Zoom session like the ones we are
now having on a daily basis. What embodied, tangible interaction can
you create trying to help people ‘connect’? Through design, investigate:
to what extent could crucial aspects of the phenomenal experience
that we all know so well personally, the feeling you get when being
physically together, be established at a distance, mediated by embodied
interaction?”

Each trajectory lasted 8 weeks, with (at least) 3 iterations produc-
ing 2 intermediate lo-fi prototypes and one final, partially functional
and/or Wizard of Oz prototype. An iteration consisted of (at least)
auto-ethnographic observations, ideation, prototyping, literature
research and a plenary peer-reflection session. All teams received 6
theory workshops on embodied interaction design and two Arduino
Uno starter Kits1 plus an Arduino BLE Nano, Vibration Motor, RGB

1https://store.arduino.cc/genuino-starter-kit

led and Accelerometer. Teams were free to also use other prototyp-
ing materials and technologies. Regulations allowed teams to meet
physically (keeping 1.5 meter distance), yet in practice the majority
of communication happened through video-conferencing.

The resulting designs represent a diverse set of creative ‘abduc-
tive leaps’ [47]. For each team, converging on a prototype effectively
meant to integrate in the act of design three things at minimum: 1)
ones’ own personal lived experiences of remote social sensemaking
2) embodied social sensemaking theory 3) design opportunities
arising from the designers’ skills and material and technological
constraints. The overall constraining factor was provided by the
use setting: education through videconferencing.

While each project converged onto one solution, the set as a
whole represents an overall divergent, generative step of ‘pressing
into possibilities’. Grounded in design action, skill, technological
opportunity, as well as in lived experiences within the actual use
context, this is our designerly way to confront theory with practice
[48], and transform it into a rich space of possibilities to be used in
the next, analytic step [46].

In phase II, all design outcomes were gathered in a visual
overview using Mural software2. First, all designs were annotated
to describe the main interaction qualities, both particular details
that seemed unique to the work as well as aspects that turned out
to recur in similar ways in more than one project. Projects were
also annotated focusing on main functionalities, and where possible
were linked to existing design cases in the literature (either as being
very similar or as posing an interesting variation). From this initial
annotation various possible ways of clustering objects were found
in order to detect overarching themes or categories. This finally
resulted in a grid structure where the rows represent a number
of distinctive aspects of the central phenomenon: remote social
sensemaking (aspects that the designer-users had found relevant to
address in their design project) and the columns represent different
ways in which interactive technology within the set would be scaf-
folding the particular phenomenon in question. In this analysis we
focused purely on analysing the design outcomes (i.e., contrasting
and comparing the resulting designs).

4 RESULTS
The 24 designs are briefly explained in Table 1. As described in the
method section, step 2 of the inquiry produced an ordering on two
main dimensions, portrayed in Figure 1. Rows represent different
aspects of the phenomenon of embodied social sensemaking in the
context of remote video-conferencing, as found to be relevant for
being addressed by the designer-user teams. Columns represent
how the interactive qualities of the artifact create different types of
scaffold, to be discussed below. Each of the scaffold types (columns)
occurred in multiple of the phenomenal aspects (rows), and each
phenomenonal aspect was addressed in design using more than
one type of scaffold.

4.1 Social phenomena.
Six phenomenal aspects of remote embodied social sensemaking
were identified: 1) Attending to one another (in particular, managing
attention within different parallel conversations), 2) Turn-taking,
2https://www.mural.co/
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Table 1: Brief explanation of main interactions and functionalities for each design case (for reasons of space many details per
case have had to be omitted). Letters and titles match Figure 1.

Title Explanation of main interaction

A Tangible Audio-channel Positioning a physical avatar on a cone shaped tangible represents changing volume levels. Put in
‘wide’ zone activates plenary audio, put in narrow zone activates private audio with virtual
‘neighbour’ in Zoom interface.

B Draw Attention Shoulder Pad Interactive pads integrated in clothing. Patting your shoulder to activate a buzz in the remote
persons’ shoulder, to catch their attention.

C Embodied Audiochannel I Moving closer to tangible next to the screen activates a private audio channel with ones’
immediate (virtual) neighbour, moving away switches to plenary setting (e.g. the teachers’ voice).

D Embodied Audiochannel II Like C, but with two objects left and right of the screen representing the person to the left and
right of you in the Zoom interface.

E Turn-taking Harmonica Pulling out harmonica sets a timer; harmonica slowly contracts again until it is your time to speak.
Putting tangible on its side unmutes. Pulling of end-piece cancels intention to speak.

F Turn-taking Gavel Remote version of traditional gavel. Hitting board activates microphone and mutes others. Putting
on its side mutes oneself.

G Turn-taking Microphone Remote version of ‘passing the mic to give the floor’. Taking mic out of dock activates mic and
mutes others. Putting mic back in dock mutes oneself.

H Interupt Tension Pedal User has constant contact with foot on pedal. Putting more pressure on the pedal changes colored
light in the corner of ones’ camera image in zoom towards red. Fully red indicates strongly felt
urgency to speak up.

I Speaker-Listener POV Camera image records posture. Sitting means muting ones’ mic. Standing up means activating the
microphone. When standing up the camera moves physically upwards for proper video image of
person.

J Tangible Video Avatars Wireless tangibles with screens show camera feed of each participant. Organizing them in spatial
clusters creates break-out rooms. Putting a tangible on the stage activates plenary audio and
centralized video on computer screen (‘standing in front of class’)

K Ask a Question Pen Pen with accelerometer records movement patterns. Up-sweep activates question icon in Zoom
interface.

L Physically Distributed Breakout Rooms Wireless tangibles that one puts in ones’ own physical living space represent virtual ‘breakout
rooms’ (sub-groups). Moving ones’ body to a tangible means moving into that breakout room in
Zoom.

M Tangible Emotion Symbolizer Soft tangible can be squeezed in different ways to activate basic emotion icons in Zoom interface.
N Remote Appraisal Gestures Hand wearable allows for traditional hand gestures to activate corresponding emoticon hands in

Zoom interface (e.g. ‘raise hand’, ‘thumbs up’, ‘wave’).
O Pat on the Shoulder Pad Patting an object on the table activates soft buzz in shoulder pad at remote end, indicating a

reassuring ‘pat on the shoulder’.
P Read the Room Ambilight Machine learning of facial expression of Zoom image is fed into illuminated object representing

‘the mood in the room’. There is no explicit representation: people gradually make sense of a
peripheral illuminated background.

Q Remember your Friends Board Interactive objects on wall represent distant friends. Physical flag up means they desire a chat. The
object frontside is first personalized by other, and sent to you over mail, thus carrying emotional
value.

R Touch for Chat Flowerpots Touching flowerpot illuminates remote paired flowerpot and indicates a desire to chat. Not
returning call makes the flowerpot slowly ‘wane’ (change color).

S Explorative Social Touch An object with randomly placed ‘touchpoints’ can be explored by the hand, activating lights in the
touchpoints of the remotely paired object, inviting an explorative interaction between remote
hands.

T Remote Warmth by Touching Feet Moving feet over a sheet generates isomorphic patterns of warmth at the remotely paired sheet of
a partner, enabling remote touching of feet.

U Spice up the Room Ball By throwing your own ball in the air, the balls of one other person lights up and makes a cheerful
sound inviting them to participate more actively.

V Tangible Polls Holding up physical coloured card means casting vote in a poll. Image recognition counts votes
and presents results in online poll interface.

W Remote Drinking Party Glass augmented with ring and tangible dock allow for ‘clinking’ to say cheers in remote ‘after
work’- drinking party.

X Remote physical board game Changing a pin in the board activates light in corresponding hole at remote board. Various games
can be played to strengthen emotional contact.
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Figure 1: A design space for scaffolding remote embodied social sensemaking. Explanation in text.

3) Working in groups, in particular, forming and moving in- and
out subgroups 4) Mutual empathy and sharing emotion, 5) ‘staying
in touch’ and 6) Keeping up the group spirit (see Figure 1, rows).
Some phenomenal aspects are naturally present in face-to-face
practices, in which case the design question became how to enable
or strengthen these aspects remotely. For example, ‘Attending. . .’
draws from the way physical classrooms afford attending to both a

plenary conversation as well as quick, informal ‘side conversations’.
Similarly, ‘Working in groups’ is based on how physical spaces
allow for quick ad hoc group formation, which supports social
coordination. Other themes were (in part) inspired by new social
practices that are emerging around video-conferencing technology
itself. For example, some projects in ‘Turn-taking’ investigated and
took inspiration from how people have been starting to use the
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‘mute’ button. The mute button originally functions (and still does)
to avoid auditory feedback. But it has also become a distributed
management tool for turn-taking. While one person speaks, others
mute, much like passing around a ‘talking stick’. The mute button
also configures subtler forms of social sensemaking. For example,
seeing a person unmute themselves right at the moment one in-
tended to speak can be taken as a signal to hold back oneself, or
instead to speak up even quicker and louder, so as to make sure one
gets the turn. Once this new practice of ‘turn-taking by muting’
is identified it becomes open to improvement, and the embodied
designs in this category aim to do so. Finally, several phenomenal
aspects relate to personal experiences of interacting socially in
remote settings, which are often not just functional but also emo-
tional. This is shown in designs that address how people in real life
can be ‘in touch’ or ‘connecting’ in ways that seem more difficult
through a screen (Mutual empathy and Staying in Touch). Design
was used create embodied ways of ‘connecting’ beyond video, au-
dio, or text. In this regard, ‘Keeping up the group spirit’ is also
worth mentioning as related to Zoom fatigue and the depressing
effects of isolation as a direct effect of the pandemic [49].

4.2 Types of scaffolding.
We now turn to the different ways in which the artifacts scaffolded
embodied social sensemaking. In what follows, please refer to the
column headings and the symbols A-X in Figure 1 and the descrip-
tions in Table 1

4.2.1 Copy existing cultural practice. Several designs instantiate
a physical-digital version of a familiar use object that is known
to have a certain functional role in ‘real life’ social cultural con-
vention, such as described in the classic work of Goffman, and the
phenomenology of Schutz [50], [51]. The aim is to reenact the role of
the object in the familiar social ritual in the remote context, thereby
increasing the quality of social interaction in remote settings. For
example, (F) reproduces the use of a gavel to manage turn taking
in formal meetings. (B) enables a remote ‘pat on the shoulder’ to
draw a person’s attention. Note that copying a practice can produce
viable results but the designer at the same time essentially copies
a successful ‘black box’ and we do not necessarily know exactly
why this object and its associated ritual are functional in sustaining
social interaction.

4.2.2 Representing socially relevant information. Another pattern
that emerged builds on first getting clear onwhat is socially relevant
information that is assumed to be useful for guiding appropriate
action. The designed artifact is then used to represent this infor-
mation to the user in an accessible way. Sometimes this means to
create an embodied interface to enhance accessibility to existing
digital functions of the communication technology, which makes
it a case of classic ‘tangible interface design’ [52]. For example,
(E) embodies various tangible interface elements that may render
existing social functions in Zoom such as ‘mute’, ‘unmute’, ‘raise
hand’, ‘lower hand’ more intuitive (Figure 2).

Sometimes embodied interactions represent (and thereby make
more explicit) aspects of the social interaction that would not nor-
mally be visible. For example, in (R) a flowerpot represents a distant
friend, and its illumination represents the friend is thinking of you

Figure 2: (left) cancelling a question by unlocking the end-
piece, (right) unmuting by putting on the side.

and may wish to chat (activated by touching their flower). Touching
the flower in return illuminates their flower, together supporting
social-affective memory (cf. [53])

4.2.3 Mediate couplings. A third type of scaffold implements ways
to catalyse and sustain the emergence of realtime action-perception
couplings. In a social setting we find couplings between the flows of
action and perception of each of the participants engaged in a social
interaction. The ‘realtime coupling’ scaffold highlights embodied
theory that emphasizes social interaction as a self-organizing, im-
provised interactive process, which is most clearly described in en-
activism [10] and relates to the phenomenology of ‘skilful embodied
coping’ [54]. Both (C) and (D) independently came to the concept of
a dynamic audio-channel for focusing attention to parallel conver-
sations: if a user leans into a physically placed speaker-microphone,
they can speak with their immediate virtual ‘neighbour’, while if
they lean the other way, they hear the ‘plenary conversation’ in
the larger group. Another example of scaffolding realtime coupling
is a foot pedal (H) with which one can express a felt tension of
wanting to interrupt, while another person is speaking. The pres-
sure maps onto a continuously changing colored light placed in the
video-interface of each participant. The changing colours help other
speakers (in particular, the active speaker) attend to each other and
allow for smooth turn taking. Both examples illustrate how the
ongoing action flow of the body of one person gets coupled, as scaf-
foled by the design, to the perceptual flow of another person, and
vice versa. This then allows for the emergence of self-organizing
stabilities as described in participatory sensemaking theory [10].

4.3 Contrasting types of scaffolding.
For reasons of space, we can only point out a few basic comparisons
to illustrate how the framework works as a reflective tool. Again,
please refer to symbols A-X in Figure 1

4.3.1 Contrasting scaffolds for attention. Three projects (A, C, D)
focused on dividing attention between conversations. In real life,
people enact embodied strategies for ad hoc shifting attention.
These break down in videoconferencing. Standard applications
only offer the rigid option of ‘breakout rooms’. Recent applications
like “Mozzilla Hubs” are GUI-based attempts to improve on this. In
practice, students indicated they often create ad hoc video-channels
channels with peers ‘on the side’, which however increase cognitive
load and give rise to miscommunication. If we contrast the designs,
we see how (A) instantiates a representation of ‘the audio-space’
such that one can ‘place oneself in the space’ to select the desired
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audio setting: from focused and ‘nearby’ (one hears only ones vir-
tual ‘neighbour’) to a plenary hall setting. By contrast, (B) and (C)
focus on the same phenomenal aspect yet use a different type of
scaffolding than in (A). In B and C, the physical distance of the real
human body to a tangible object is used to dynamically change the
volume settings. While in (A) ‘relevant aspects’ of the situation are
represented in the tangible objects (so the user can see them and act
on them) in (B) the experienced meaning emerges from dynamic
relation between the user’s actions and the object, and through that
object, in the dynamic relations between the human bodies who
are in social interaction.

4.3.2 Contrasting scaffolds for turn-taking. Projects (E – I) ad-
dressed turn-taking. While the turn taking microphone (G) copies
a known practice of giving the floor to whomever holds the micro-
phone, the turn-taking harmonica (E) abstracts away from existing
practices and introduces new, tangible representations of socially
relevant actions. It addresses typical breakdowns in remote video-
communication. It was observed that people often feel a rising
desire to speak, yet also do not want to be obtrusive. At the same
time, the normal subtle signs that might work in a physical en-
counter often go unnoticed on video. Also, the desire to speak may
disappear as the conversation unfolds. Stretching and contracting
the harmonica in (E) represents the felt urgency or ‘desire’ to speak,
not unlike setting a kitchen timer. This same phenomenon was
actually addressed in the turn-taking pedal (H). However, here the
type of scaffolding is different. The pedal allows for continuously
and, over time unreflectively, expressing the urgency to speak by
way of a direct bodily comportment to the social situation. There is
of course a re-presentation of the pedal pressure into a digital signal
at the remote site (a colour on the screen), yet this is not aimed
at an explicit sending of a message rather than it is to sustain a
continuous channel of ongoing interactions, through which people
can resonate in ways similar to the way human bodies resonate in
physical settings, as explained in participatory sensemaking theory
[10].

4.3.3 Other contrasts. Other phenomenal aspects show similar
contrasts. For example: ‘Staying in touch’, tangibles are designed
to represent distant friends (Q, R). This contrasts with the remote
touch using the hands in (S) or the feet in (T). In ‘Working in Groups’
(J) provides a miniature model of a classroom, with tangibles repre-
senting people. (L) instead allows moving oneself into a group by
physically moving to one of the tangible objects in ones’ physical
space: each tangible represents a subgroup. (L) is placed in ‘em-
bodied coupling’, to highlight that, unlike (J), it utilizes personally
meaningful space: users place tangibles in their own home in impro-
vised ways that (only) makes sense to them (‘the part of the couch
up to the second coffee-stain, is my group’). In (L), sensemaking
hinges on personal, contingent lifeworld couplings [55], whereas in
J it relies on generic spatial cognition strategies, such as: ‘things
close together, belong together’ [7].

5 GENERAL DISCUSSION
This study produced further detail adding to design frameworks of
embodied sensemaking, focusing on its social aspect, and how to
scaffold social embodied sensemaking in remote settings. A design

space is presented in the form of a matrix that shows 1) various
aspects of the phenomenon that invite the design of an embodied
technological scaffold and 2) three types of scaffolding are distin-
guished that embodied technologies may provide.

Concerning the aspects: Van Dijk and Hummels point out that
embodied sensemaking is a strongly social phenomenon, drawing
mostly participatory sensemaking theory. They indicate that this
process can be scaffolded: “People use the public world of objects
and artifacts, including their own physical bodies, as scaffolds for
participatory sensemaking” [11]. In the context of remote social
interaction between people in an educational setting, participatory
sensemaking turns out to show various aspects having to do with
managing a conversation in realtime, being able to easily move in-
and out of social subgroups, and sustaining emotional connection
ties (staying ‘in touch’).

Concerning the types of scaffolding: A designer can (and perhaps
should) move freely between types of scaffold in their explorations.
Copying an existing artifact that already configures a social prac-
tices in traditional face-to-face settings might provide an intuitive
starting point. As Bill Gaver wrote in 1992: “it is still a typical aim of
design to capture in new media at least some of the characteristics
of their everyday precursors ... [which] is useful for motivation and
learning: Inventions that modify existing practices tend to be easier
to conceive and more practical to implement than those that create
wholly new functions.” [56].

A second type of scaffold is to design new mappings between
embodied forms and social meanings, i.e. creating tangible and
embodied representations of aspects of the social situation that
seem important for people to attend to. Note that such mappings
are always to some extent arbitrary: one could have designed it oth-
erwise. Creating representations that provide accurate information
about the situation at hand seems a valid goal for interface design.
However, this approach may also distract from the role that artifacts
in general turn out to have in embodied social sensemaking. In fact,
the more promising designs may be not so much those focusing on
accurate representation but those eliciting interactions that invite
and enable people to gather around and engage in shared activities.
Such interactive objects can be binding anchors in a situated social
activity (see [1]). This means for example to focus on how objects
can be publicly available to participants and open for being acted
upon by everyone, that is, to focus on what one can, collaboratively,
do with the object, rather than what the object ‘says’. Example
(U) in Figure 1 may be a case in point: a ball that, when thrown,
randomly lights up other people’s balls, and thereby ‘spices up the
atmosphere’ and draws people together in a shared experience,
which provides a common ground for shared sensemaking.

The freedom to explicitly define how a designed form maps
onto a particular social aspect one does not have in the third type:
‘enabling realtime couplings’. Couplings, and their associated mean-
ingful experiences, always emerge from the interaction itself, in a
concrete situation, in a practice. This means to analyse more deeply
which coupling patterns already exist in the practice, in what ways
these are currently scaffolded, and then to add something new to the
mix. Any design introduced here necessarily becomes one element
in a larger network of self-organizing elements. The ‘sense’ that is
made through self-organization is not fixed in one predefined map-
ping, it emerges from the way skilled interacting bodies with their
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current coping habits, embedded in a lifeworld of contingent struc-
ture, appropriate the new artifact. Designing for coupling seems
to require less a ‘reasoning about’ and more an iterative probing
of- and reflecting on- experiences [3]. Like a dancer or composer,
who tries, feels, hears, searches, shapes, and reshapes, designing
for embodied couplings means to integrate a new structure into an
already existing sensemaking practice, crafting it until ‘it makes
most sense’ [57]. Furthermore, couplings may emerge long after de-
sign, when appropriated into actual human practices, which makes
them difficult to anticipate in a design project [58].

5.1 Working with the matrix.
The strict separation of rows (phenomenal aspects) and columns
(types of scaffold) is of course a caricature. In reality designers might
integrate various elements or all into a holistic design. The con-
trast between ‘Representing social cues’ versus ‘Enabling realtime
couplings’ was highlighted in some detail because especially ‘medi-
ating couplings’ seems theoretically somewhat underdeveloped in
tangible and embodied interaction research, while ‘tangible repre-
sentation’ seems to be a much clearer and stronger concept in the
literature to date [59]. Rooted in enactivism, ecological psychology
and embodied phenomenology, the coupling is a central concept in
[4] and elsewhere. Yet it had so far not been made explicit as to why
and how particular scaffolds sustain couplings. One explanation for
this lack may be precisely because couplings defy representation:
creating a detailed explanatory model might not help to get to the
heart of how coupling works, and in particular, it may not help
designers to design for them. Designing for coupling is hard. It
requires a skilled expertise of its own (cf. [3]). That being said, and
based on our obviously incomplete study, we provide some pointers
for designing for embodied couplings in remote settings:

1. Always design for action: any output to users is designed
to afford further action, ‘something to engage with’ rather
than something to passively ‘observe’ and ‘understand’ (e.g.
Figure 1, H).

2. Use the flow of sensory input that the human body already
generates by its movement, to help guide a person’s attention.
Create bodily augmentations, action-affording objects, or
environments inviting bodily exploration (Figure 1, C, D).

3. Instead of representing a shared ‘virtual space’ where ‘vir-
tual people’ meet, connect the real spaces, where bodies are
located, via technological channels (see also [60]). Next step:
envision how these channels extend people’s bodies all the
way until extended bodies envelop each other in one hybrid
‘space’.

4. Prevent using human bodies as mere ‘input devices’ to an-
other (digital- or mind-) world.

5. Make sure the physical spaces where human bodies are sit-
uated remain relevant and meaningful for the unfolding
remote social interaction. (Figure 1, C, D, S, T)

6. Create conditions that allow for the configuration and emer-
gence of social practices: ‘being together’ over longer periods
of time. Tangible objects can help here, not so much because
they represent social content but because they connect peo-
ple socio-culturally and emotionally (Figure 1, L, O, P, but
also to some extend Q and R!).

Figure 3: (left) First iteration and (right) second iteration to-
wards the Turn Taking Microphone

7. Allow for appropriation and improvisation by users: your
design is one element in a self-organizing network. You
are not in control. “You may not be able to design for the
unexpected, but you can design to allow the unexpected”
[58] (Figure 1, L, P, S T).

6 LIMITATIONS AND FUTUREWORK
This work is based on the design work of master students. Working
with experienced designer-researchers might have yielded differ-
ent results. Nevertheless, the design patterns observed do seem
comparable to many of the embodied interaction designs in the
academic literature. The present study should be seen as a first
sketch of structuring aspects of embodied social sensemaking and
kinds of scaffolds in a design space, which should be developed
further. To give one possible direction for improvement: designs
(Q) and (R), are now categorized as ‘representing social cues’. Yet
this somehow doesn’t quite capture their strongly emotional as-
pect. For example in (R), users are meant to first send each other a
personally meaningful object over the mail (a token of affection),
which then gets digitally augmented on a wall-mounted ‘board’ of
tangible reminders to friends, which strengthens long-term emo-
tional bonds at a distance. This social-emotional value may warrant
clearer visibility (see [53] for work on this topic).

Secondly, we have so far only worked with design outcomes and
not looked at process [46]. For example, team F settled early on
the gavel, an existing cultural object, while team G first explored
a hand-held with forced feedback very similar to the turn-taking
pedal (H) before settling on a pen and holder concept, which then
changed into the familiar metaphor of the microphone as talking
stick (Figure 3). What we may learn from such evolution calls for
further analysis in future work.
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